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Denisovan Icons
When I did this project, the appearance of the

Denisovans was not known. A probable model

has since been created from DNA

Icon Ideas Chosen Icon DNA Reconstruction



First Drafts
One column, full width.

Title and description at bottom.

Background is a tree, representing

a family tree.

Neanderthals and our species as

placeholders for full information.

Problems:

Not an interesting grid layout.

Lines are too long.

Background image is not used

in design.
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First Drafts
Two columns, equal width.

Title and description at bottom.

Background is tree branches,

representing a family tree.

Neanderthals and our species as

placeholders for full information.

Date for our species is year

species was named.

Problems:

Not an interesting grid layout.

Background image is not used

in design.
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Second draft
Four-column grid, placed on

pages of a book.

Title and description at top left.

All species (listed previously) in

order of discovery.

No icon placed for Denisovans.

Date for our species is year

species was named.

Problems:

Grid is better, but still not an

interesting layout.

Book is too flat.



Final draft
Six-column grid, placed on pages

of a book.

Title at top of left page, centered.

Description at top of right page,

aligned left.

All species (listed previously) in

order of discovery.

Icon in place for Denisovans.

Year for our species is year

species was named.



The human family tree goes 
back over four million years. 
There have been many new 

discoveries in recent years, but 
there are still many holes in 

the family tree.

Human Origins

1758

1908

1829 1891
Homo sapiens

When: 300,000 years ago (ya)-present 
Where: Africa, now worldwide
Meaning of name: “wise man” in Latin
Famous Fossils: none

H. sapiens was first described in 1758, 
but has no type specimen. A type 
specimen is the fossil that gives a 
species its name.

Homo heidelbergensis
When: 700,000-200,000ya 
Where: Europe, east and south Africa, China
Meaning of name: Heidelberg, Germany
Famous Fossils: Kabwe

H. heidelbergensis was the first species 
known to live in colder climates, have 
control of fire, and build shelters. It was 
the first species similar to H. sapiens that 
was not called an archaic H. sapiens. It is 
probably an ancestor of our species.

1959
Paranthropus boisei

When: 2.3-1.2mya 
Where: Ethiopia, Kenya, Tanzania, Malawi
Meaning of name: refers to Charles Boise
Famous Fossils: Nutcracker Man

P. boisei lived over four times longer 
than our species, H. sapiens, have 
existed. They had a powerful jaw, like 
the other two Paranthropus species, and 
may have used tools.

1960
Homo habilis

When: 2.4-1.4mya 
Where: East and south Africa
Meaning of name: means “handy man”
Famous Fossils:Twiggy, Cindy, Jonny’s Child

H. habilis is thought to be the first stone 
tool maker, but it is unknown how this 
species fits into the human family tree. 

1974
Australopithecus afarensis

When: 3.85-2.95mya
Where: Ethiopia, Kenya, and Tanzania
Meaning of name: Afar Depression, Ethiopia
Famous Fossils: Lucy

Au. afarensis lived both in trees and on the 
ground and probably walked upright.

1924
Australopithecus africanus

When: 3.3-2.1mya 
Where: South Africa
Meaning of name: the Latin form of “Africa”
Famous Fossils: Taung Child, Mrs. Ples

Au. africanus was the first species found to 
establish that early fossil humans came 
from Africa. It is the oldest known early 
human from South Africa. It is similar to 
Au. afarensis, probably capable of both 
climbing and bipedal walking.

1938
Paranthropus robustus

When: 1.8-1.2mya
Where: South Africa
Meaning of name: “strongly built” in Latin
Famous Fossils: none

P. robustus had a large jaw, like the other 
two other two Paranthropus species, and 
may have used tools. It is unknown how 
this species fits into the human family 
tree.

Homo neanderthalensis
When: 400,000-40,000ya
Where: Europe, southwest to central Asia
Meaning of name: means “Neander Valley”
Famous Fossils: none

Neanderthals are  the closest known 
extinct human relative. H. neanderthalensis 
built shelters, wore clothes, and made 
ornamental objects. They buried their 
dead, sometimes marking the graves with 
o�erings. Their brains were sometimes 
larger than ours.

Homo erectus
When: 1.89 million years ago (mya)-143,000ya
Where: Africa, Indonesia, Republic of Georgia
Meaning of name: means “upright”
Famous Fossils: Turkana Boy, Peking Man

H. erectus is the first species known to have 
gone beyond Africa, and lived nine times 
longer than our species has existed.  It is 
credited with the first hand axe. They cared 
for their old and weak members and were 
the first species known to have modern 
human body proportions.

1985
Paranthropus aethiopicus

When: 2.7-2.3mya
Where: Kenya, Ethiopia
Meaning of name: means “from Ethiopia”
Famous Fossils: the Black Skull

P. aethiopicus had a powerful jaw, like the 
other two Paranthropus species, but not 
much else is known about it.

1986
Homo rudolfensis

When: 1.9-1.8mya
Where: Northern Kenya, Tanzania, Malawi
Meaning of name: refers to Lake Rudolf
Famous Fossils: none

There is only one good fossil of H. 
rudolfensis, and it was once identified as 
H. habilis. It is unknown how this species 
species fits into the human family tree.

1999
Kenyanthropus platyops

When: 3.5mya
Where: West Turkana, Kenya
Meaning of name: flat-faced human from Kenya
Famous Fossils: none

It is unknown how this species fits into the 
human family tree, and if it actually is a new 
genus and species.

2010
Denisovans (not yet classified)
When: unknown
Where: Probably Africa originally, then Asia
Meaning of name: Denisova Cave, Siberia
Famous Fossils: none

Ten years ago, A few bone fragments were 
found in Siberia. DNA extracted from the 
bones identified three new species. One of 
the three species may have mixed with H. 
sapiens until about 15,000 years ago.

2015
Homo naledi

When: 335,000-236,000ya
Where: Rising Star Cave, South Africa
Meaning of name: “star” in Sotho
Famous Fossils: none

H. naledi was dated just two years ago. Its 
hands are designed for climbing, but its 
feet are designed for walking. The 
fossilized skeletons, from at least fifteen 
people, may have been placed in the cave 
deliberately for burial.

2010
Homo luzonensis

When: 67,000-50,000ya
Where: Callao Cave, Luzon Island, Philippines
Meaning of name: the island of Luzon
Famous Fossils: Callao Man

H. luzonensis was very recently announced as 
a new species. It seems to have a mix of 
ancient and modern features. Its size is 
similar to that of H. �oresiensis. It is unknown 
how they arrived on Luzon, if they interacted 
with other species of  Homo, and how they 
fit into the human family tree.

2008
Australopithecus sediba

When: 1.98-1.977mya
Where: South Africa
Meaning of name: “wellspring” in Sesotho
Famous Fossils: none

Au. sediba shows an evolution to upright 
walking.

2003
Homo �oresiensis

When: 100,000-50,000ya
Where: Liang Bua cave, Flores Island, Indonesia
Meaning of name: refers to the island of Flores
Famous Fossils: Flores Man

Nicknamed the Hobbit, H. �oresiensis was very 
short. They had tiny brains, but made and used 
tools, hunted, and may have used fire. It is 
unknown how they got to Flores, if they had 
any contact with the other species of Homo, 
and how they fit into the human family tree.

1990
Australopithecus garhi

When: 2.5mya 
Where: Ethiopia
Meaning of name: “surprise” in Afar
Famous Fossils: none

Au. garhi may show a transition to 
longer strides when bipedal 
walking. It could actually be a 
member of a di�erent species 
from this time. They may have 
used tools.

1995
Australopithecus anamensis
When: 4.2-3.9mya 
Where: Kenya and Ethiopia
Meaning of name: “lake” in  Turkana
Famous Fossils: none

Au. anamensis may have been capable 
of both climbing and bipedal 
walking.
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